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These beautiful flash cards, featuring artist and
author Eric Carle's familiar animal illustrations, serve
as a lovely introduction to the ABCs. Printed on
thick, sturdy board, they are perfect for small hands
to hold and are equally suited for hanging on the wall
in a child's room.
Make Learning Easy for Your Preschoolers Here we
present you our big letter tracing workbook for kids
ages 3-5...! We are aware of the fact that tracing
letters and numbers for preschool kids can be a hard
task, but this big ABC tracing book will surely do
wonders for your toddler learning. This book will be a
valuable addition to your child's preschool
workbooks age 3 collection and to your
homeschooling curriculum as it covers line tracing,
alphabet tracing and number tracing. If you are
looking for the perfect gift for any toddler or
preschoolers, look no more. Buy your copy today!
Flashcards 123 helps children learn their numbers in
a bright and interactive way. The set contains 26
flashcards, and comes in a sturdy box for easy
storage. One side of each flashcard provides
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practice in forming each number, while the other side
presents a fun visual representation of that number,
providing practice with numbers with real objects,
and helping build the child's counting skills.
Scholastic Early Learners: Interactive books for
hands-on learning. Perfect for babies, toddlers,
preschoolers, kindergarteners, and first graders, too!
This classic card game can help kids learn the
alphabet as they match uppercase and lowercase
letters.
Uses colorful pictures to introduce letter sounds. The
parent card includes additional activities and games.
These flash cards help teach children letter
recognition and beginning sounds. The Parent card
contains suggestions to help further develop literacy
skills.
Alphabet and Numbers Flash Cards Alphabet and Numbers
Flash Cards for preschoolers and kindergartners bring skills
such as memory, listening, and beginning sounds. Children
will get to know phonics, numbers and learn to connect letter
sounds with objects. Features: Large 3.0" x 5.575" For ages 3
and up Colorful and bright illustrations Big easy-to-read letters
and corresponding picture names Teaches uppercase and
lowercase letters Teachers numbers 1-20 Flash cards are a
time-tested way to learn essential skills
School Zone Start to Read! Books present beginning readers
with a variety of captivating stories told through rhyme,
rhythm, and repetition for easy reading. Each book builds
children's reading vocabulary and features an exciting or
amusing plot with beautiful illustrations that support and
extend the text.
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kids (paperback/ebook) is really a great
educational tool for babies, toddlers, prek, preschoolers as
well as kindergarten. Since between 2-5 years old your child
is learning and growing at a tremendous pace, you can add a
focus on letters and basic words to help your child pick up the
materials at preschool quicker. These flashcards set is
specially designed for kids, it comes up with beautiful
illustrations which contribute to making learning or education
fun for your child. Other than ABC flash cards, there are also
number flash cards, flash cards animals, sight word for
preschoolers and fun Rhyming words which is great for
preschool reading books.
Flash Kids Flash Cards offer essential practice in key
concepts such multiplication, division, the alphabet, sights
words, and state capitals. Containing 88 cards in each
package, these cards are sturdier than others on the market.
Cards teach your child letters and beginning sounds. Each
card presents a letter, plus a colorful picture representing that
letter.
EL Alfabeto/The Alphabet Flash Cards in Spanish! Master the
Spanish alphabet with this set of flash cards designed for
early learners! Letters are the building blocks of words.
Working with these flashcards is a fun way to teach the letters
of the Spanish alphabet and prepare your child for reading.
Each letter and word is presented in Spanish with a colourful
picture. Studying with flash cards increases concentration and
improves recall. Flash cards are a tried and true way to study
successfully. These are a great addition to workbooks,
worksheets and study lessons. Don't wait any longer! Scroll
up and click the buy now button Tags: Spanish flash cards,
Spanish alphabet flash cards, alphabet flash cards spanish

Set children up to prevail in school with a figure out
how to compose for youngsters guide that shows
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them letters, shapes, and numbers?and makes it
fun. My First Figure out how to-Compose Exercise
manual acquaints early scholars with appropriate
pen control, line following, and more with many
penmanship practices that draw in their psyches and
lift their perusing and composing cognizance. This
handwriting activity book incorporates: 40+ Practice
pages?Tons of drawing in pencil-on-paper exercises
like come to an obvious conclusion and fill-in-thespaces offer sufficient redundancy for genuine
adapting yet sufficient assortment to keep kids
intrigued. Extensive expertise building?As they
investigate these activities, children will construct a
solid establishment of understanding appreciation,
handwriting, and fine engine abilities. Vivid fun?This
exercise manual is loaded with accommodating (and
senseless) pictures and outlines that will start
children's minds and get them eager to continue to
rehearse. Get your little one on the way to progress
with an intuitive book that assists them with
dominating early mastering abilities.
"Brighter Child® First Words Flash Cards offer
children a fun way to practice their first words to
prepare for school. The set features 54 cards that
help reinforce phonics, letter recognition, and
reading readiness skills with full-color illustrations. A
special card also offers creative game ideas
designed to reinforce learning." --Publisher's
website.
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Cards help your child learn letters and beginning
sounds. Each card presents a letter, colorful picture,
and word on one side. On the reverse side is the
letter.
READY, SET, READ! Take the first step towards
confident reading skills with The Reading House: Set
1-the first in a brand-new learn-to-read program,
perfect for kids aged 4-7. The best choice for at
home or in the classroom! Set 1: Letter Recognition
A-L includes 12 leveled storybooks featuring colorful
animal characters, an activity sheet, and a
classroom guide with suggestions for use. In Set 1,
children will learn to: • Recognize lower and
uppercase letters A-L • Identify beginning word
sounds • Make associations between beginning
sounds and words The Reading House uses a clear,
step-by-step method to guide children from letter
recognition to phonemic awareness all the way up to
independent reading. With lively, accessible text and
an engaging cast of animal friends, this bright series
proves that learning to read can be fun. And the
included instruction guide means any parent or
teacher can ensure success wherever they are!
50 Sight Words Flashcards contains 26 giant shaped
flashcards designed to help children recognize and
learn a variety of essential sight words in preparation
for reading success. One side of the flashcards has
a picture, while the other side has the written word.
By sharing the flashcards with an adult, children are
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encouraged to memorize the simple words,
developing their awareness of letter sounds,
increasing their vocabulary, and promoting their
reading skills. With fun, colorful images and clear
word labels, children will be introduced to the
essential first sight words for reading and school
sucess. The flashcards are perfect for little hands to
hold, and are shaped to allow clear distinctions for
adults and children between the different sight
words. Scholastic Early Learners: Interactive books
for hands-on learning. Perfect for babies, toddlers,
preschoolers, kindergartners, and first graders, too!
Learn spelling by matching cards in sets of three.
Each correct matchup creates a picture from which
children may learn to spell a word. Contains 36 sets
of three-letter words.
Features activities that teach size, comparisons,
colors, numbers and shapes.
Let's Leap Ahead flash cards help students learn the
alphabet in English and Spanish from A to Z. Kids
learn best with materials they find fun and exciting,
and our smartphone design is specially crafted to get
kids excited about learning. The rounded top edge
allows for easy sorting. The flash cards package
includes a gift card so students can continue
learning with School Apps, the most complete, fun,
and educational apps in iTunes. Instructional Cards
with games and strategies provide additional
opportunities for practice.
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Cards are used to help your child learn numbers,
counting, addition, and subtraction.
AlphabetFlash Cards
Have fun from from capital A to capital Z with My
ABCs ring flash cards from Mudpuppy. Amy Blay
has illustrated an ant on an apple, a bird on a boat,
and other whimsical scenes to teach the alphabet. 26 sturdy 2-3/4 x 5" (7 x 13 cm) two-sided cards Reclosable ring holds cards - Gift box
Help preschoolers get ready for reading, writing, and
numbers! This gigantic, 320-page book of creative,
colorful activities will make learning feel like play. An
A+ adventure unfolds, as kids encounter sensational
squares and rocking rectangles, a giant newt reading
the newspaper and a dinosaur playing the drums.
Bold, bright colors and illustrations ease little ones
into learning without feeling overwhelmed. Lessons
focus on must-know readiness basics, including
colors, shapes, the alphabet, basic phonics, early
math, and more, and activities appear in order of
increasing difficulty, so preschoolers stay challenged
until the end, constantly expanding their skills. When
all done, they can fill in their name on their very own
reward certificate! The spiral-bound format means
pages lay flat for ease of work and maximum
concentration. When opened out flat, it can also fold
over on itself, in half, to make a 9" X 10.75" lap-sized
work surface while traveling or waiting somewhere
without access to a table. School Zone products give
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kids their own Anywhere Teacher learning,
anywhere and anytime!
Contains 50 cards printed on both sides with suggested
activities. Use to memorize number sequence and develop
grouping skills.
Product Dimensions: 12.5 x 9 x 1.5 cm. (Box) - Children have
a tremendous capacity for expanding their knowledge,
especially during their first six years. That's when they are
most eager to learn new things, and learning and playing with
flash cards is an excellent way to satisfy their natural
curiosity. Arabic Alphabet Flash Cards have many special
features that improve on the traditional flash card, so you can
take full advantage of your child's instinctive leaning abilities.*
Build your Arabic vocabulary using these flash cards.* Cards
are rich in sights and come with the English transliteration
with each letter.* Learning is reinforced with full-colour
illustrations.* Cards are thick and durable -- children love to
play with them again and again.* Appropriate for ages 4 and
above.
Explore the world of ABCs with these charming flash cards by
artist Lisa DeJohn. Printed on sturdy board and featuring an
engaging collection of animalsincluding dragonflies, sea
horses, and warthogsthese cards are perfect for little fingers
and inquisitive minds.
Alphabet fun can help your child learn letters and beginning
sounds. The Parent Card suggests activities that will help
your child develop important skills and enjoy learning.
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